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a b s t r a c t
Molecular dynamics simulations on hydrogen peroxide complex with wild-type (WT) and Arg38Leu mutated
(R38L) Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) were carried out over nanoseconds timescale in water solution at
300 K. Comparison of the results provides interesting insights about the role of highly conserved Arg38 and
His42 residues in the chemical features of HRP, underlying its biological activity which initiates with
Compound0 (Cpd0). In the WT-HRP enzyme current molecular dynamics simulations show, for the ﬁrst time,
that Arg38 residue: i) prevents the entrance of water inside the reaction cavity, hence providing a
hydrophobic reactive scenario, ii) it maintains the distance between His42 and heme–H2O2 complex suitable
for the occurrence of proton transfer reaction leading, thereafter, to heme–H2O2 disruption according to
Poulos-Kraut mechanism. On the other hand, R38L mutant can be considered as a “wet enzyme” where the
presence of water solvent molecules in the heme reaction pocket, unfavoring the initial heme–H2O2 complex
formation, decreases the catalytic efﬁciency in agreement with experimental kinetics measurements.
Furthermore, we note that Arg38Leu mutation pushes the His42 residue far from the heme–H2O2 complex,
making unlikely a direct proton transfer and suggesting that, in the mutant, a solvent water molecule could
be involved in the ﬁrst step of the Poulos-Kraut mechanism.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Among the heme peroxidases, horseradish peroxidase (HRP) is one
of the most studied enzymes for its importance in modern enzymology. HRP, in fact, catalyses a variety of organic and inorganic reactions
utilizing hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and, in so doing, also protects the
cell against accumulation of dangerously reactive H2O2 [1]. The rather
complex catalytic cycle begins with the formation of ferric resting form
of the heme peroxidase, in which the ﬁfth coordination position of the
heme iron is occupied by a proximal histidine side chain and the sixth
coordination position by an aquo-ligand. The initial step in the
mechanism of action is the interaction of H2O2 with the ferric resting
state of heme peroxidase to form hydroperoxo-ferric complex (heme–
H2O2) which converts to Compound 0 (Cpd0) and eventually yields, by
means of heterolytic O–O bond cleavage, the active species, Compound
I (CpdI), according to the following scheme:
HEME þ H2 O2 →HEME–H2 O2
HEME–H2 O2 →Cpd0
⁎ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: amedeo.palma@ismn.cnr.it (A. Palma), aschi@caspur.it (M. Aschi).
0301-4622/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Cpd0→CpdI þ H2 O:
All the intermediates appearing in the scheme reported above have
been isolated and characterized, although the molecular details of the
processes are not yet fully understood.
A commonly accepted mechanism for peroxidases is that one
proposed, already many years ago by Poulos-Kraut [2], which involves
stepwise acid-base catalysis through the highly conserved His42 and
Arg38 residues in the distal side. The above residues are supposed to
play a relevant role [3]. As a matter of fact, Cpd0, a ferric-hydroperoxide
anion, has been shown both experimentally [4–9] and theoretically [10–
15] to be formed via deprotonation of H2O2 by His42 acting as a base.
Subsequently, CpdI, a ferric-oxo radical cation, is obtained by heterolytic
O–O bond breaking after back protonation from His42 to the distal OH
group of Cpd0. This mechanism is hypothesized for neutral or high pH
where the His42 is neutral and Arg38 is in its cationic form [16].
On the other hand, less understood is the role of the highly conserved
[17] residue Arg38. Experimental evidences, derived by substituting
Arginine with a neutral residue as Leucine (Arg38Leu) [17] have suggested
that Arg38 is involved in the cleavage of O–O bond and, most of all plays an
important role in enhancing the efﬁciency of the binding of H2O2 to heme,
contributing to the hydrogen bonding network formation in the distal
pocket. This effect, if compared to the one produced by His42 which
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Fig. 1. Left Panel: Schematic view of the HRP reaction pocket showing the relative positions of heme–H2O2 complex, Arg38, His42, Pro139 and His170 residues. Right Panel: Same
schematic view but for R38L mutant where the Arg38 amino acid residue is replaced by Leucine.

deﬁnitely acts as a Brønsted base, may be roughly considered as indirect
and is much more difﬁcult to be rationalized.
Recent literature [18–20] has shown that, under native conditions,
biomacromolecules should be considered as an ensemble of conformational states rather than as a single static picture, being subject to thermal
ﬂuctuations and conformational transitions which might play a key-role
in ﬁne tuning the biological activity. Similar conclusion was drawn in our
previous paper [15], where it was found that after an exothermic and
mechanically hindered proton transfer (from H2O2 to His42), the reaction
pocket at room temperature is in equilibrium between two conformations, differing essentially for the His42 position, and Cpd0 formation is
therefore characterized by a large entropic contribution.
In the present study, as a continuation of our previous investigation
on HRP reactivity [15], we use nanoseconds time-scale Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations in order to shed some light on the role of
Arg38 in HRP enzyme. Interestingly, by comparing simulations of
aqueous H2O2 complex of the wild type (hereafter labelled as HRP–
H2O2) and Arg38Leu mutant (hereafter termed as R38L–H2O2, see Fig. 1),
we ﬁnd that Arg38 function is not only limited, as usually thought, to
stabilize Cpd0 and to favour CpdI formation by electrostatic effects, but
also to control water accessibility with respect to the reaction pocket.
Moreover, our theoretical/computational investigation indicates that
upon point mutation the distal side of the heme reaction pocket
undergoes a conformational transition which basically pushes the His42
side chain far from the peroxy-complex. This ﬁnding is important for two
reasons: ﬁrstly, because it shows how enzyme dynamics and reactivity
change as a consequence of a point mutation, secondly, because it reopens the issue about the reaction mechanism leading to Cpd0 in R38L.
The paper is organized as follows: in the ﬁrst part we report the
computational details regarding our classical MD simulations. Afterwards we describe the main results of our theoretical investigation on
the HRP–H2O2 and R38L–H2O2 bio-molecular systems in two different
subsections: structural and mechanical properties of the C-alpha of
the two simulated systems; Local effects induced by Arg38Leu point
mutation on the heme reaction pocket. Finally, we summarize the
basic features of the HRP-H2O2 and R38L–H2O2 systems.

HRP monomer extracted from the crystal structure of recombinant
perodixase (see Fig. 2). In the ﬁrst simulated system, HRP–H2O2, the
protein framework was adopted throughout with H2O2 occupying the
sixth coordination of iron, see Fig. 1. In the second simulated system,
R38L–H2O2 , we used exactly the same starting coordinates of the ﬁrst
simulation with Arginine in position 38 substituted with Leucine.
Structural Ca2+ ions were also included in the system because of their
documented importance in maintaining the structural integrity of
heme [21]. The solutes (HRP–H2O2 and R38L–H2O2 ) were put at the
centre of a rectangular box (74.5 × 87.2 × 69.7 Å3 ) ﬁlled with Single
Point Charge [22] (SPC) water molecules at a density of 1000 kg/m3
(13371 SPC water molecules). A standard protocol was adopted for
initiating the simulations: the charges of the protein have been
adjusted according to Gromacs tool (pdb2gmx) [23] with Gromos
force ﬁeld [24] assuming pH = 7. As far as the other salts were
concerned we just added the proper number of counterions (one Cl− )
to ensure the overall electrical neutrality of the system. Following a

2. Methods
2.1. Computational details
As previously described in our recent computational study on HRP
reactivity, simulations were initiated using, as starting coordinates,

Fig. 2. Pictorial view of Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) enzyme. PDB code = 1ATJ.
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Fig. 3. Projection of the two trajectories onto the plane deﬁned by the ﬁrst and second
eigenvector obtained from the HRP–H2O2 (C-alpha) covariance matrix diagonalization.

geometry optimization of the solute, the system was gradually heated
from 50 K to 300 K using short (20 ps) MD simulations.
The trajectories were then propagated for 20 ns in a NVT ensemble
using an integration step of 2.0 fs with the rototranslational constrain
[25] applied to the solute. It is worth noting that these simulations are, at
least to our knowledge, the longest ever performed on such system.
The temperature was kept constant by the isokinetic temperature
coupling [26] and all bond lengths were constrained using LINCS
algorithm [27]. Long range electrostatics was computed by the Particle
Mesh Ewald method [28] with 34 wave vectors in each dimension and
a 4th order cubic interpolation. Gromos force ﬁeld [24] parameters
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were adopted for the protein, for heme–H2O2 the point charges were
recalculated by standard ﬁtting procedure [29] using a Density
Functional Theory [30] calculations with the Becke’s three parameters
exchange and the Lee, Yang and Parr correlation functionals (B3LYP)
[31,32] with the following atomic basis sets: (i) for iron we used
LANL2DZ effective core potential for the inner electrons [33] and a
Double Zeta gaussian basis set of (5S,5P,5D)/[3S,3P,2D] quality for
valence electrons [34]; (ii) for nitrogen and oxygen we used a standard
6-311G(d) [35] gaussian basis set; (iii) for carbon and hydrogen 3-21G
gaussian basis set was adopted.
Essential Dynamics (ED) analysis [36] of the trajectories of atomic
coordinates was used to characterize conformational changes. This
method consists of building the covariance matrix of the atomic
positional ﬂuctuations obtained from MD simulations. After its diagonalization, an orthonormal set of vectors (eigenvectors) deﬁnes a new
set of generalized coordinates along which the ﬂuctuations occur. The
eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues allow to deﬁne the essential
subspace where to search for the relevant conformational transitions.
Finally, the distance R between the nitrogen atom of His42 and the
proximal H2O2 hydrogen has been monitored along both simulations
and the related probability densities has been calculated. All the
simulations were carried out using the Gromacs software [23];
Quantum chemical calculations were performed using the Gaussian
03 package [37].
3. Results
3.1. Structural and mechanical properties of HRP–H2O2 and R38L–H2O2
We ﬁrst analyzed the global, structural and mechanical, effects
induced by the Arg38Leu point mutation on the protein framework.
HRP structure (see Fig. 2) is dominated by alpha-helices with only two

Fig. 4. Atom composition of the ﬁrst (upper panel) and second eigenvector of the C-alpha covariance matrix of WT (black) and R38L (red) HRP. In the right-side panel we have
evidenced the heme (red), the residue 38 (green). The regions undergoing a sharp increase of the (blue) or decrease (orange) of the ﬂuctuation upon Arg38Leu point mutation are also
shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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average difference, and the related maximum error, between WT-HRP
and R38L eigenvector evaluated within two halves of the related
trajectories. This analysis was carried out both for the ﬁrst and the
second eigenvector, see Fig. 5.
Inspection of Fig. 4 indicates that, as already suggested by the
results reported in Fig. 3, Arg38Leu mutation produces a relatively
small variation in the internal ﬂuctuation. The only remarkable
differences, emerged upon mutation, concern the region close to the
prosthetic centre, formed by Helix 21-34, Loop223-228 and Helix 8794 (upper and lower right side of the heme indicated in blue in Fig. 4)
which turns out to slightly increase its ﬂuctuation and the opposite
side of HRP (indicated in yellow in the same Figure) which becomes
more rigid upon mutation. Analysis of the maximum error reported in
Fig. 5 also points out that the above differences, although small, may
be considered as signiﬁcant within the simulated ensemble although
some of the calculated errors result rather large indicating that more
quantitative conclusions, out of the aim of the present study, would
require much longer simulations.
3.2. Local effects induced by Arg38Leu point mutation

Fig. 5. WT-HRP and R38L average differences of the atomic composition of the ﬁrst (red
line in Panel A) and second (red line in Panel B) eigenvector with the related maximum
error (black bars) calculated as semi-dispersion. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

short anti-parallel beta-strands. This important feature, as already
outlined in previous studies, [15,38], justiﬁes the rather low deviation
of simulated aqueous HRP–H2O2 from the crystal structure (root mean
square deviation of 1.6 Å with a standard deviation of 0.4 Å). At the
same time, and not surprisingly, the mutation in position 38 does not
produce relevant structural alterations of R38 L–H2O2 with respect to
the HRP–H2O2: we obtained a root mean square deviation of 1.7 Å
with a standard deviation of 0.2 Å. In order to better compare the two
systems we carried out ED analysis on the wild-type and mutant
protein C-alpha, respectively.
In Fig. 3 we report the projection of the two trajectories onto the
plane deﬁned by the ﬁrst two eigenvectors (largest eigenvalues)
obtained from the diagonalization of HRP–H2O2 C-alpha covariance
matrix, while the traces of the covariance matrices resulted equal to
334 Å2 for HRP–H2O2 and 267 Å2 for R38L–H2O2 . These results
suggest that at room temperature HRP–H2O2 and R38L–H2O2 can be
considered as rather rigid systems. At the same time, the Arg38Leu
mutation induces a sharp reduction of the internal ﬂexibility of the Calpha (lower trace) without dramatically altering the character of the
ﬂuctuation (good superposition of the spots in Fig. 3). A better
comprehension of the overall effects produced by the mutation can be
derived by the analysis of the atomic component for the ﬁrst two ED
eigenvectors.
To this end, we report in Fig. 4 the atom composition of the ﬁrst
two ED eigenvectors. In order to asses the actual differences between
the internal ﬂuctuations of the two systems we also calculated the

Let’s now consider in details the local effects induced by mutation;
in particular, comparing the ﬂexibility of the key residues and the
prosthetic centre forming the reaction pocket (schematically shown in
Fig. 1) before and after the point mutation. Comparison of the reaction
pocket root mean square ﬂuctuations (RMSF), reported in Fig. 6
indicates that Arg38Leu mutation essentially produces an increase of
His42 local ﬂuctuation with respect to the other residues of the
reaction pocket. It is also worth emphasizing the strong increase in the
ﬂuctuation pattern shown by Leu38 with respect the native Arg38.
In strict relationship with the previous analysis, we evaluated the
probability distribution of the distance between the nitrogen atom of
the His42 residue and the proximal proton of H2O2 from MD
simulations for HRP–H2O2 and R38L–H2O2. Curves in Fig. 7, explain
the crucial, albeit indirect, role of Arg38 in the formation of Cpd0. The
substitution of Arg38 removes the His42 from the acidic proton (right
panel in Fig. 7), thus suppressing the protonation of the latter by the
heme–H2O2 and preventing the overall process to occur. However, a
further important effect has emerged from our MD simulations. In this
respect, in Fig. 8 we report the probability density for a water molecule
to occupy a position within a sphere of radius R, centred on the heme

Fig. 6. Root mean square (RMS) ﬂuctuations of heme, H2O2 and the residues occupying
the reaction pocket.
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Fig. 7. Left panel: Probability distribution of the distance between the nitrogen atom of the His42 and the proximal proton of H2O2 for HRP–H2O2 (solid line) and R38L–H2O2 mutant
(dashed line). Right panel: Comparison of the most probable conﬁgurations (HRP–H2O2 in gray and R38L–H2O2 in dark-gray) obtained by using a least-squares ﬁtting (mass
weighted) procedure.

iron atom. The difference in the statistical distribution indicates a clear
rearrangement of the water molecules for R ranging from 2 to 8 Å,
upon point mutation. According to this ﬁnding and in agreement with
experimental observations [38], the heme reaction pocket of the HRP–
H2O2 system shows a highly hydrophobic character, with zero
normalized probability of ﬁnding a solvent molecule into the distal
side (that is, R shorter than 4 Å) equal to zero. This is not the case with
the R38L mutant where a complex diffusive process, driven by
thermal ﬂuctuations, is responsible for the transport of water
molecules in the distal side of the pocket. Consequently, looking at
the results reported in Fig. 8, it is very interesting to observe that the
Arg38Leu point mutation, removing the Arg38 which acts as a sort of
gate [15], allows the entrance of water molecules in the reaction
pocket. This effect may be explained by the above mentioned motions
of the residues surrounding the reaction pocket (see Fig. 6) as well as
by the high ﬂexibility of the Leucine side chain (see Fig. 7) which
opens the structural gate to water entrance as shown in Fig. 9.
Obviously, the increase of water concentration in the vicinity of heme–
H2O2 complex thermodynamically favours the formation of heme–
H2O species. Our ﬁndings nicely support the experimental evidences
about the reduced efﬁciency of H2O2 to bind to iron upon mutation

[17] and clearly shows that Arg38 works as a shelter which prevents
the entrance of water molecules inside the heme reaction pocket. This
effect of Arg38Leu mutation, restates the role of the Arg38 in wildtype HRP protein and hence, in the description of Cpd0 formation
mechanism, reproposes the decades old puzzle regarding the
protonation and subsequent deprotonation of His42 residue.
In analogy with recent data published in literature [14], as a ﬁnal
step in our theoretical and computational investigation, we also
evaluated the hydrogen-bonding interactions, at 300 K, between distal
SPC water molecules and the oxygen atom within the carbonyl group
of the Pro139 residue (suitable as hydrogen bonding donor atom). The
results of this analysis, reported in Fig. 10, indicate that under the
simulated conditions, a distal water molecule is coordinated to Pro139
by means of electrostatic interactions (see for example the right panel
in Fig. 9). From a statistical point of view, it is worth to note that the
most recurring value of the [(SPC)HOH···O_C(Pro139)] distance falls
at about 1.7 Å. The same trend has been ob served considering the
proximal hydrogen of the H2O2 as possible hydrogen bonding donor
atom (i.e., [H2O··· H(proximal)OOH] interatomic distance).
This means that, in our simulation conditions for R38L, Pro139,
H2O2 and one shared distal water molecule can provide a strongly
cooperative hydrogen bonding network. Therefore, our classical MD
simulations suggest that the recently proposed reaction mechanism in
HRP enzyme, involving a water molecule as a proton vehicle
catalyzing the formation of the Cpd0 intermediate [14] should be
more appropriate for the R38L mutant rather than for the WT-HRP.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 8. Normalized probability density for the presence of water molecules within a
sphere of radius R centred on the heme iron atom. HRP–H2O2 (solid line), R38L–H2O2
(dashed line). R values shorter than 4 Å deﬁne volumes inside the distal heme pocket.

Nanoseconds time-scale MD simulations at room temperature
unequivocally show that the WT-HRP enzyme has a highly hydrophobic
reaction pocket and this ﬁnding is exactly in line with experiments [38];
A critical analysis of the classical sampling supports the basic idea that
such a result is essentially due to the formation of a strong hydrogen
bonding glue between Arg38 side chain and peroxy-complex. This
electrostatic interaction is not negligible, as it reinforces the presence of
a persistent mechanical barrier given by the Arg38 position itself, which
is able to prevent the water solvent molecules access into peroxycomplex cavity. It is also interesting to note that, the largely conserved
Arg38 residue plays the biological role of protecting the formation of
heme–H2O2 complex and, therefore, it is crucial for the mechanism of
formation of the CpdI in HRP, acting as a sort of ”biological safety lock”
driven by electrostatic interactions. So, present investigation does not
support the involvement of a solvent water molecule in the proton
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Fig. 9. Left panel: Schematic view of the highly-hydrophobic reaction pocket of the WT-HRP enzyme during classical MD sampling at room temperature. Water molecules were only
found outside the heme–H2O2 cavity [14]. Right Panel: Same schematic view but for the R38L–H2O2 active site; water molecules found inside the distal heme pocket are shown.

transfer process which takes place in the ﬁrst step of the Poulos-Kraut
mechanism [2], albeit high energy barriers are found for such a reaction
using state of the art calculations [14].
On the contrary, the R38L mutant, where the Arg38 residue is
replaced by Leu, can be characterized as a ”wet” enzyme. More precisely,
our data show that the point mutation might play an indirect and subtle
key role in ﬁne tuning the biological activity of the HRP enzyme. We
show that the observed [17] and signiﬁcant decrease in activity of the
R38L mutant could be related also to the following ﬁndings: the
Arg38Leu point mutation has the effect of exposing the reaction centre
to water solvent molecules and, at the same time, increases the distance
between the heme–H2O2 and His42 making unlikely ”a straight” proton
transfer from peroxi-complex to distal histidine side chain. Moreover, in
the R38L MD simulation, we observe the presence of a water molecule
bridging Pro139 and H2O2. Thus let us suppose that, in this mutant, a
solvent water molecule might act as an amphoteric shuttle for the
proton transfer during Cpd0 formation.
Our results further [20] indicate that the subtle and unexpected
effects of a point mutation may be evidenced, at atomistic level, only
explicitly taking into account ﬂuctuations of the overall system
including solvent. Moreover, investigations on spin curve crossing
(doublet and quartet state) may be necessary to determine the
“detailed” reaction mechanism in Cpd0 and CpdI formation in HRP.

Fig. 10. Normalized probability density (see text) as a function of the [(SPC water
molecule) HOH ··· O_C(Pro139)] interatomic distance obtained by R38L–H2O2 classical
trajectory at 300 K.
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